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A B S T R A C T

Information systems (IS) research has explored “effective use” in a variety of contexts. However, it is yet to
specifically consider it in the context of the unique characteristics of big data. Yet, organizations have a high
appetite for big data, and there is growing evidence that investments in big data solutions do not always lead to
the derivation of intended value. Accordingly, there is a need for rigorous academic guidance on what factors
enable effective use of big data. With this paper, we aim to guide IS researchers such that the expansion of the
body of knowledge on the effective use of big data can proceed in a structured and systematic manner and can
subsequently lead to empirically driven guidance for organizations. Namely, with this paper, we cast a wide net
to understand and consolidate from literature the potential factors that can influence the effective use of big
data, so they may be further studied. To do so, we first conduct a systematic literature review. Our review
identifies 41 factors, which we categorize into 7 themes, namely data quality; data privacy and security and
governance; perceived organizational benefit; process management; people aspects; systems, tools, and tech-
nologies; and organizational aspects. To explore the existence of these themes in practice, we then analyze 45
published case studies that document insights into how specific companies use big data successfully. Finally, we
propose a framework for the study of effective use of big data as a basis for future research. Our contributions
aim to guide researchers in establishing the relevance and relationships within the identified themes and factors
and are a step toward developing a deeper understanding of effective use of big data.

1. Introduction

Effective use is defined in Information Systems (IS) research as the
use of a system in a way that increases achievement of goals [1]. A
substantial amount of research has investigated this concept [2–5]. For
example, Burton-Jones and Grange [1] proposed a theory of the effec-
tive use of IS. The theory builds on factors that flow from representation
theory but recognizes also that many other factors could drive effective
use (e.g., intention to use and organization culture). Similarly, the
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [6] adapted social-psycholo-
gical/behavioral theory and introduced perceived ease of use and per-
ceived usefulness factors as antecedents of IS effectiveness. The Unified
Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) [7] was devel-
oped on the basis of social cognitive theory [8] and diffusion of in-
novations theory [9].

While it is clear that effective use has been well studied and theo-
rized from an IS perspective, it has not received much attention in the
specific big data context. Yet, effective use of big data is said to have the

potential to transform economies and deliver a new wave of growth
[10]. At the same time, studies indicate that while most organizations
collect vast volumes of data, they do not necessarily utilize that data
effectively [11]. Indeed, recent studies indicate that most big data in-
itiatives fail to deliver on their expectations and that the failure is often
not because of technological issues but because of problems associated
with organizational aspects, particularly those related to lack of ap-
propriate planning [12] and poor management of the socio-technical
complexity of big data projects [13].

Compared to traditional data held in IS, we note that big data have
different characteristics – the so-called “V”s – such as volume, velocity,
variety, and veracity [14]. Consequently, it requires different technol-
ogies, methods of analysis, and skills for discovering useful information
and insights. Although historically each of the Vs has been tackled to
varying levels of success, it is their collective impact that presents a
unique set of challenges quite distinct from previous IS research.

Several challenges appear when organizations attempt to implement
such complex big data projects and shifts in approaches to generation of
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insight from data can be observed. Decision support systems in orga-
nizations have shifted from being model-driven to data-driven [15]. In
model-driven decision support systems, users and analysts interacted
primarily with a predefined (mathematical) model and explored its
results. Such approaches have been successful in helping to solve well-
defined and structured problems (for example what-if-analysis). In
data-driven approaches, users (data scientists) interact primarily with
the data. This approach promises to solve unstructured, exploratory,
and so-called “wicked” problems by identifying relations or patterns in
data to gain insights and foresights for decision making. However,
given the complexity of the methods, and the size of the data on which
they are applied, there are understandably some socio-technical issues
within organizations that can become barriers in adopting a data-driven
approach to decision making [16,17]. According to IBM [18], 1 out of 3
business leaders does not trust the information they use for decision
making. Indeed, one of big data characteristics is veracity, which relates
to a lack of data quality, which might influence the credibility of gen-
erated insights. Furthermore, there is a belief that a machine cannot
replace the instinct and capability of humans [19]. Such resistance and
barriers may result in widening of the business-technology divide – an
enduring problem that has been the target of years of research in IS –
and hence need to be revisited in the specific context of big data in-
itiatives.

While a theory of effective use should provide guidance in such a
context, the Theory of Effective Use (TEU) [1] was developed on the
basis of traditional IS, which may not accommodate the specific char-
acteristics of big data. Accordingly, and aligned with the thinking of
Alvesson and Sandberg [20], we consider a wide range of perspectives
to develop a new framework that guides future research in its ex-
ploration of the effective use of big data. We do so by first taking stock
of the prior and current literature on effective use specifically in the big
data context. We broaden our literature search to include prior studies
on IS/IT effective use and synthesize our findings into key themes on
which we then develop a research framework to facilitate the sys-
tematic study of factors related to effective use of big data.

Our study, therefore, employs a systematic literature review (SLR)
method applied to extant IS research, as well as emerging studies in the
contemporary big data context. We aim to answer the following three
core questions to enable the development of our framework:

• What factors are identified in literature relating to the effective use
of big data?
• What traditional effective use of IS factors might be relevant in the
big data context?
• What factors are evident from successful practical implementations
of big data projects?

Based on our review, we identify and describe 7 themes that have
the potential to influence effective use of big data and conduct a de-
scriptive evaluation of these themes by analyzing 45 published case
studies that document successful uses of big data. On the basis of these
validated themes, we then propose and describe our framework, which
provides directions for future research on effective use of big data, with
an ultimate goal to develop a theory of effective use in the big data
context.

Our paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we report on
the current body of knowledge as it relates to big data, effective use of
IS, and effective use of big data. We then explain our method to un-
dertake the identification of factors and their subsequent thematic
analysis and discuss the outcomes of the study in the result section.
Finally, we propose a framework for studying effective use of big data
and explore how research can proceed on this topic. We conclude the
paper with a summary of our contributions and discussion of related
limitations.

2. Background and related work

The big data phenomenon, which emerged in approximately 2011,
is a consequence of over five decades of advancements in data man-
agement technology. Starting in the 1960s, the IMS hierarchical model
[21] and the CODASYL network model [22] shaped the design of the
early commercial databases such as SABRE [23], which was used by
IBM to help American Airlines manage reservations data. In the early
1970s, Codd proposed the relational model [24], which pioneered one
of the biggest success stories in data management. Relational database
management systems (RDBMSs) such as System R [25] and Ingres [26]
and, more recently, RDBMSs such as Oracle, DB2, and SQL Server be-
came a commercial success, and Structured Query Language (SQL)
became the standard query language in the 1980s.

With the advancement of database systems, new technologies for
Data Warehousing for Business Intelligence (BI) systems started to
emerge in the 1990s [27]. The architecture of such systems consists of
the data warehouse component, or “taking data in” [28], and includes
all the challenges of extraction, transforming, and loading (ETL) into
the multidimensional data warehouse models [29]; as well as a BI
component, which focuses on “taking data out” from the data ware-
house [28], using analysis methods such as OLAP (online analysis and
processing) [30], and data mining to discover insights that support
decision making. Most BI systems provide support tools such as dash-
boards, scoreboards, reports, as well as interactive visualizations for
business performance management such as customer relationship
management, sales management, profitability analysis, and monthly
reporting [27].

The era of big data comes with the prevalence of search engines,
social networks, e-commerce websites, smartphones, and the internet of
things [27] and is characterized by the so-called “V”s of volume,
variety, velocity, and veracity [14]. It is estimated that the amount of
data stored in the world's IT systems is doubling about every two years,
and enterprises have responsibility for about 85% of that data, much of
which is unstructured and does not reside in relational database sys-
tems [31]. The database research community has a long history of
contributing to query performance for large data [32–34] and data
stream processing [35–37] that address volume and velocity issues.
More recently, scale-out architectures have been developed to store vast
amounts of data. To handle velocity of the data, cloud infrastructures
that allow bursting for additional computation power have been de-
veloped for real-time data analysis. Despite these technological ad-
vances, the methods, system architectures, and techniques that were
used successfully in the past are no longer suitable or sufficient [38] in
the big data era, and organizations continue to face challenges in using
big data effectively.

In addition to managing and effectively utilizing big data tools and
systems, organizations also struggle to recruit and retain big data pro-
fessionals, or data scientists [16,17]. The need for big data has driven
up demand for big data experts (as well as their salaries) while the
supply is in shortage. To deal with this pressure, organizations are in-
creasing their budgets, their recruitment and retention efforts, offering
more training opportunities to current staff to develop the required
talent, and buying analytics solutions that are designed for users who
are not data science experts [39].

In the presence of above-mentioned challenges that have surfaced
with the emergence of big data, identifying and understanding the
factors that enable or prohibit the effective use of big data is an im-
portant and multifaceted problem that requires attention. Below, we
present an outline of prior work thus far that has contributed to the
understanding of effective use in the more traditional IS setting, as well
as in the new big data setting.

2.1. Effective use of information systems

A substantial number of prior studies have focused on developing
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models and theory relating to the use and effective use of IS and
technology. The TAM is one such well-tested model of information
technology use [40]. It is based on two theories – theory of reasoned
action and the expectancy-value model. It suggests that IS usage is
determined by two major variables: perceived usefulness and perceived
ease of use. The model was further enhanced with the development of
the UTAUT [7], which posits that usage behavior is influenced by
several factors, including performance expectancy, effort expectancy,
social influence, facilitating conditions, gender, age, experience, and
voluntariness of use [7]. TAM and UTAUT are considered to be the
underpinning theories of information technology use in IS research.

However, to achieve designed objectives or goals, systems must be
used effectively, not just used. TEU [1] is a natural progression from
studying use, as in TAM and UTAUT, to the study of effective use. TEU
is founded on representation theory [1]. It proposes two levels of ef-
fective use, namely the nature and the drivers of effective use. Adap-
tation actions and learning actions are identified as the major ante-
cedents (drivers) of effective use, [41] extended TEU in the context of
BI systems, by studying the impact of enterprise architecture maturity
stages on effective use. While these studies shed light on effective use of
IS in a conventional enterprise setting, they do not consider big data
specifically and the unique challenges related to the so-called big data
“Vs.” Therefore, we argue that the body of knowledge on the effective
use of IS needs to be revisited in the context of big data.

2.2. Effective use of big data

Despite the different context and different characteristics of big
data, there is a paucity of research on the effective use of big data. In
the big data context, [42] conducted a study to explore whether data
quality levels were sufficient for intended use. Accordingly, they pro-
posed a model to assess the level of quality in use of big data [42]. To
the best of our knowledge [42] is the latest attempt to develop TEU
further, particularly to shed light on the effect of data quality on the
effective use of big data. A few other studies have explored the effective
use of big data in various application settings. For example, effective
use of big data has been studied in ambulatory care [43] and neonatal
intensive care unit [44]. The use of big data for supply chain man-
agement has also been investigated [45]. Moreover, several articles
forecast future challenges and trends related to the use of big data,
emphasizing the importance of exploiting its benefits [46–49].

In a study of big data value realization, [50] presented an integrated
model on big data uses and consequences in organizations. They
identify six tensions related to realizing value from big data in orga-
nizations and propose two socio-technical attributes, namely portability
and interconnectivity, that influence value realization. The study also
highlights that the majority of current research is conceptual, rather
than empirical, in nature, spanning three levels of analysis: supra-or-
ganizational level, organizational level, and workplace level. In doing
so, [50] called for further empirical research on what capabilities are
needed and their interaction within three levels of analysis to sup-
porting organization on realizing value from big data. Furthermore,
while there is much optimism in relation to big data, [50] stated that
the existence of tensions on how organizations realize value from big
data suggests a need for deep thinking.

In terms of offering a specific and operationalized definition of big
data analytics capability, [51] presented an extensive list, classification,
and definition. The study proposes six research themes: resource or-
chestration of big data analytics, decoupling big data analytics cap-
ability from big data enabled capabilities, bounded rationality of big
data analytics, turning big data analytics insights into action, trust of
top managers in big data analytics insights, and business value mea-
surement.

These studies provide several insights into various aspects of big
data use, which further motivate the need to identify and study the
factors that impact the effective use of big data. This gap in the body of

knowledge is an impediment to the success of projects involving new
and large datasets. Such factors may stem from technology, human
sources, and organizational capabilities and from the data itself. Thus,
developing a comprehensive model of the effective use of big data re-
quires substantial theoretical development, which, in turn, requires the
identification of factors, respective measures, and relationships. We aim
to contribute toward this goal by proposing a research agenda based on
a research framework that narrows down the factor search space for
researchers and identifies themes that have the potential to impact ef-
fective use of big data.

3. Approach

Our study follows an SLR approach to ensure synthesis of all re-
levant prior work to enable the development of the effective use of big
data research framework. An SLR is an appropriate approach in our
study because it offers a methodical way to identify, evaluate, and in-
terpret the available studies conducted on a topic, research question, or
a phenomenon of interest [52]. It differs from ordinary literature sur-
veys in its formal planning and methodical execution. It is, therefore, an
appropriate mechanism for summarizing existing research, identifying
gaps in the existing literature, and providing background for posi-
tioning new research [52]. In other words, the SLR approach facilitates
our mapping and assessment of scientific literature on effective use of
big data and leads to a synthesis of findings, which provide the foun-
dation for our research framework.

We conducted our SLR in accordance with the principles re-
commended by Tranfield et al. [53] and applied the three main steps of
planning, execution, and reporting as outlined below.

3.1. Planning

At the beginning of the research, we determined the need for a re-
view of potential factors influencing effective use of big data. We
conducted an extensive search using Google Scholar, Elsevier's Scopus,
IEEE Xplore Digital Library, Web of Science, ACM, ABI/INFORM,
EBSCO, JSTOR, and ScienceDirect. Our search indicated that no pre-
vious reviews were published on factors related to effective use of big
data. Next, we defined an SLR protocol to describe the plan for the
review. An SLR protocol specifies in advance the process of identifying
relevant research, how the identified research is filtered, the search
strategy, exclusion criteria, and the method of synthesis. A compre-
hensive, unbiased search is one of the fundamental difference between
a traditional narrative review and a systematic review [53].

Our SLR began with the selection of bibliographic databases that are
most relevant for IS and information and communication technology
literature reviews according to Schryen [54], namely IEEE Xplore Di-
gital Library, Scopus, Web of Science, ACM, ABI/INFORM, EBSCO,
JSTOR, and ScienceDirect. Next, we identified the keywords and search
terms, as relevant to our study. To ensure that all the performed sear-
ches were consistent and comparable for each database, we used se-
lected keywords and expressions. The generic search string with a
combination of keywords to answer the research question was defined
as follows: “big data” AND (“effective use” OR “impact” OR “success”
OR “outcome” OR “quality use”) AND (factor OR determinant OR
measure* OR driver OR attribute OR theme OR indicator OR enabler).

To minimize researcher bias during the selection of articles, we
defined two levels of inclusion/exclusion criteria, which were applied
on the results of the searches. The first set of criteria ensured that we
only considered articles written in English and only those where full-
text was available. A second set of exclusion criteria was applied after
reading the article titles, abstracts, and keywords, to select relevant
articles to be analyzed. An article was identified as relevant if a char-
acteristic of effective use of big data was discussed or mentioned. We
consider a characteristic in a broad sense, which includes, factor,
measure, or enabler [55]. Furthermore, we included articles that
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focused on organizational level factors and excluded the ones that so-
lely focused on computing or technical aspects (e.g., software tools and
algorithms).

To ensure a broad range of the article sources, we did not limit the
articles to just journals and conferences but also extended to other
content, e.g., white paper and business magazines. However, as [56]
suggested, the use of other articles, i.e., business magazines, news-
papers, etc., was restricted to factual information because of low the-
oretical background in nonacademic articles. We did not define a time
span of interest for the identification of relevant articles as we were
driven by specific keywords rather than a time-based analysis.

3.2. Execution

Conducting the review begins with the identification of study
quality assessment, data extraction, and data synthesis. Using search
terms mentioned earlier, our search resulted in 5647 articles across the
different databases – with 249 articles from IEEE Xplore Digital Library,
1243 articles from Scopus, 411 articles from Web of Science, 174 ar-
ticles from ACM Digital Library, 2696 articles from ABI/INFORM, 173
articles from EBSCO, 585 articles from JSTOR, and 116 articles from
ScienceDirect. The selection process began by eliminating articles that
met the exclusion criteria. The first author conducted this review, se-
parating those articles that did and did not match the exclusion criteria.
Through this manual process, 5501 articles were removed from the
initial set of 5647 articles. Most of the removed articles were technical
in nature and related to software/algorithm development or applica-
tions, e.g., the big data bootstrap [57], visual analytics for big data [58]
and Ibis: interposed big-data i/o scheduler [59], where the use of words
such as “factor” or “measure” did not match the context of our study.
This step resulted in 146 articles remaining as relevant – 4 from IEEE
Xplore Digital Library, 30 from Scopus, 11 from Web of Science, 3 from
ACM Digital Library, 62 from ABI/INFORM, 9 from EBSCO, 17 from
JSTOR, and 10 from ScienceDirect. An additional 8 articles were re-
moved because of the duplication of search results across the databases,
resulting in 134. We refer to this set of data as the big data set of lit-
erature in our paper.

In addition to this approach, we also followed the guidelines of
Webster and Watson [60] and reviewed papers cited by the 134 re-
levant articles. In this second search stage, we considered it also critical
to review success factors of traditional IT initiatives and IS success
models as they may offer useful insights for identifying factors that
influence effective use of big data. We checked all references from the
134 relevant articles by reading the article titles and reviewing the
abstract and full article if needed. Through this process, an additional
72 articles were identified, resulting in a total of 206 articles. We refer
to the 72 articles as the IS set of literature in our paper (which is specific
to IS/IT success model research only). The stages of the study selection
process are summarized in Fig. 1.

Before the data extraction and data synthesis phase, [53] suggested
to consider a quality assessment of the articles for conducting a reliable
SLR. Quality assessment refers to the appraisal of a study's internal
validity and the degree to which its design, conduct, and analysis have
minimized biases or errors [53]. We did not wish to introduce a bias by
judging articles that had already been published through a peer-review
process. Accordingly, we justified the inclusion of articles through the
quality assurance processes of peer reviewed journals and conferences.
We also made sure that no two studies were included that were based
on the same data; had this situation occurred, data of the later study
should be used [52].

The 206 articles were then coded with a dedicated coding protocol.
Data coding was performed using a spreadsheet. Excel was used to
create a matrix, where the rows represented articles and columns re-
presented factors. The columns (factors) were populated as they were
identified. The first author conducted the initial coding through itera-
tive coding of relevant factors influencing effective use of big data of

each identified article. The first step was to identify the factors from
each study, using the author's original terms. The factors identified
could be from the mention of measurement items, actual factors, en-
ablers, implicit text, a use case, and other similar aspects. Because we
did not have an a priori list of factors, all possible factors from each
study were coded. The results were represented as a matrix mapping of
factors to the 206 articles. To ensure those factors were all indeed
present, valid, and nothing has been missed, the second author and an
independent coder were engaged. The second author selected the arti-
cles using stratified random sampling method, 5% of 206 articles (7
from the 134 big data articles and 4 from the 72 traditional IS/IT lit-
erature were selected and coded). Afterward, we employed an in-
dependent coder and followed the same step as the second author using
stratified random sampling method, i.e., 5% of 206 articles were se-
lected excluding the ones that had already been checked by the second
author (7 from the 134 big data articles and 4 from the 72 traditional
IS/IT literature). The level of percentage agreement between the three
coders was 76%, indicating acceptable inter-rater agreement [61].
Subsequently, all researchers worked together to refine the result.
Through the above process, we identified a total of 41 factors.

3.3. Reporting

In our review, we used thematic analysis and descriptive evaluation
as the methods of data synthesis and subsequent reporting of the re-
search findings. To make further descriptions more manageable, we
aggregated the 41 factors into a smaller number of broader categories
(themes). We used content analysis to categorize the factors into themes
[61], following the core steps of the following: selecting the unit of
analysis, creating categories, and establishing themes [62]. Two coders
independently categorized factors into themes following specific
guidelines: The themes must reflect the purpose of the research, be
exhaustive, and mutually exclusive, which means placement of factors
in one theme must be independent of the other themes. The first coder
created 9 themes, whereas the second coder produced 7 themes.
Therefore, a total of 16 themes were individually created at this stage
(with overlap). Afterward, all authors discussed the 16 themes and
developed a parsimonious consensus. Through this process, 7 major
themes were identified. Reliability analysis was conducted by in-
dependent coders to determine whether the themes of 41 factors would
be placed into the same themes. Two researchers independently as-
signed the factors to one of the 7 themes. Each factor could only be
placed in one theme. The independent ratings were evaluated using
Cohen's kappa, with a result of 92.04%, indicating high inter-rater
agreement [61]. Lastly, 100% consensus through discussions was
reached among researchers and we classified 41 factors into 7 themes.

While our themes of factors were identified from mostly academic
literature, we were motivated to explore to what extent these themes

Fig. 1. Stages of the study selection process (adapted from [51]).
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are evident in successful big data projects in practice. To this end, we
conducted a descriptive evaluation of our 7 themes. According to [63],
a descriptive evaluation is possible where an existing knowledge base is
available to build a convincing argument. Accordingly, we analyzed 45
case studies published in “Big Data in Practice: How 45 Successful Com-
panies Used Big Data Analytics to Deliver Extraordinary Results” [64]. The
book presents a unique and in-depth insight into how specific compa-
nies use big data. We analyzed these case studies on the basis of our 7
themes of factors.

A coding scheme based on the 7 themes and underlying factors was
developed to analyze each case study. The coding scheme consisted of
nodes for the 7 themes that were previously identified from the SLR.
The text was reviewed and coded by the researchers. NVivo 11 [65] was
used to systematically code the published case studies and relate them
to our earlier identified themes and their underlying factors. The 45
case studies were loaded into NVivo as documents, and parent nodes
(themes) and child nodes (factors) were set up based on results from our
SLR. Several iterations of coding were conducted by the first author,
with two of the co-authors reviewing the results of the mapping.

4. Results

We identified 41 factors through our SLR. Subsequently, we clus-
tered the factors into 7 themes, namely data quality; data privacy and
security and governance; perceived organizational benefit; process
management; people aspects; organizational aspects; and systems,
tools, and technologies. In this section, we first present the summary of
findings for the predominant themes in big data (134 articles) and IS
literature (72 articles), the distribution of articles by field of literature
and the distribution of articles by publication year. We then provide a
discussion of each theme. The lists of papers included in the SLR are
provided in Appendix A.

Our analysis showed that previous studies identified (implicitly or
explicitly) success factors of big data use in various contexts (countries,
industries, organizations, and projects) and through various methods
(qualitative, quantitative, and mixed). Although some articles proposed
common factors, such as top management support, data quality, and
system quality, there is no consolidation of this work. Our study ad-
dresses this gap and provides a set of factors and themes built from a
significant literature base.

As our analysis of literature was based on articles specifically dis-
cussing big data and expanded to include traditional IS literature fo-
cused on IS/IT success factors, we identify, as a result, a set of effective
use factors that may apply to both sets of literature because we consider
that some traditional IS factors of effective use may also be relevant in
the big data context. Before embarking on a detailed description of each
theme, we summarize our findings concerning big data-specific themes
and themes based on IS/IT literature into the four categories shown in
Table 1, based on how frequently they occurred. Our quantifications in
Table 1 also indicate the total number of articles that were identified
within a particular theme.

In summary, data privacy and security and governance are con-
sidered as prominent in big data discussions in the context of effective
use, with less focus in IS/IT success models’ literature. On the contrary,
the perceived organizational benefit theme has received more attention
in IS literature. People aspects, systems, tools and techniques, data
quality, and organizational aspects themes have received much atten-
tion of researchers regarding IS/IT success models and big data as well.
Meanwhile, process management theme has not received much atten-
tion in either field. Fig. B1 presents the distribution of articles by field
of literature (see Appendix B).

Fig. B2 shows the distribution of articles by publication year. Given
that the big data phenomena emerged in approximately 2011, we have
split the analysis into two-time windows – one before and one after (and
including) 2014. Interestingly, the data privacy and security and gov-
ernance theme has increased significantly, from 7 to 41 articles; growth

of over 70% post 2014 period. In contrast, the perceived organizational
benefit theme is the only theme with a downward trend, decreasing by
around 23%. The other 5 themes show a slight rise. Process manage-
ment, data quality, people aspects, organizational aspects and systems,
tools and technologies increased by approximately 35%, 28%, 24%,
20%, and 10%, respectively.

In the following, we present a discussion of the 7 themes identified
through our SLR and, thus, present the first consolidated view of factors
that may potentially influence the effective use of big data. The ex-
planation of themes is structured as follows: First a brief definition of
each theme is given, followed by a discussion of the theoretical re-
levance or empirical evidence presented in reviewed literature. The
presentation of themes is ordered based on the highest number of
publications related specifically to big data.

4.1. Organizational aspects

The organizational aspects theme is concerned with the setting of
the organization that may influence effective use of big data and en-
compass all factors that support or affect effective use of big data at
organization level. This theme consists of 13 factors: organizational
cultural competence, talent management, change management,
strategy alignment, project management, performance management,
organizational structure and size, interdepartmental collaboration,
communication, top management support, environmental effect, clear
goals, and focus on innovation. The theme was repeatedly mentioned in
big data-related articles, including discussions of specific factors and
measurement items. In our set of 206 articles, 95 discussed organiza-
tional aspects. Of these, 64 articles were from big data related articles
and 31 articles were from our specific IS literature set of articles. Fig. B3
shows the number of articles that discussed or mentioned factors un-
derlying this theme. Specifically, 47 articles discussed top management
support, the most mentioned factor in this theme. Organizational cul-
tural competence was discussed in 37 articles. This factor includes to-
pics related to data-driven decision making [66] (BD_21), business or-
ientation [67] (BD_73), and customer orientation [68] (BD_51). Project
management, talent management, and interdepartmental collaboration
were another three factors that were repeatedly mentioned among ar-
ticle coded in this theme. The remainder of factors – change manage-
ment, strategy alignment, focus on innovation, environmental effects,
organizational structure and size, communication, clear goals and
performance management – received less attention. The relatively
lower focus on these factors, however, should not undermine the im-
portance of their role in effective use of big data.

In Table 2, we present a representative description of each factor
from a representative source article. While some factors were identified
in multiple articles, we select the most representative definition or
description that best explains the meaning behind each factor. We also
note that in some cases factors were not yet formally defined in the big
data context. In such cases, we quote the well-established definition
from the IS literature in Table 2. Definitions or descriptions from big
data literature are denoted by an asterisk (*) in the table.

In our study of the relevant papers within the big data literature, we
noted that the majority of the big data papers mention and analyze
data-oriented culture as part of the cultural competence factor and
highlight its importance for big data initiative success in an organiza-
tion. Some authors also posit an innovation culture as an essential as-
pect of organizational cultural competence for big data success [69,70]
(BD_99; BD_98). In addition to a focus on culture and innovation, prior
research explored interdepartmental collaboration. Close collaboration,
specifically between the IT department and other business departments,
such as HR, finance, and manufacturing, features in [71] (BD_72). Si-
milarly collaboration and communication with data actors that are
external to the organization has been considered [72] (BD_96). In terms
of setting clear goals, there appears to be an underlying debate in the
literature that not every form of a big data initiative needs clear goals –
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see, for example, according to [73] (BD_94), where the need for clear
goals is questioned as a restriction to data-driven discovery of insights.

4.2. Systems, tools, and technologies

The systems, tools, and technologies theme refers to the availability
of technological support for big data initiatives [74] (BD_74). Topics

related to this theme have received significant attention from re-
searchers in the big data community, as indicated by the theme being
the second biggest theme based on the number of big data articles that
discuss effective use. Out of 206 articles, 96 discussed systems, tools,
and technologies, 61 of which were found within the big data literature.
This theme consists of 3 factors, namely system quality, IT infra-
structure, and vendor support. Fig. B4 shows the number of articles that

Table 1
Most/least studied themes in big data (BD) and information systems (IS) literature.

Big data (BD) literature (134 articles) Information systems (IS) literature (72 articles)

Most studied - The organizational aspects theme is the most studied, with 64 articles of the
total 95 big data and IS literature articles relevant to this theme coming from
literature specific to big data
- The systems, tools, and technologies theme is the second largest theme, with 61
of the 96 relevant articles to this theme coming from literature specific to big
data
- The people aspects theme is discussed specifically in 82 articles, 60 of which
are big data specific
- The data privacy and security and governance theme is almost exclusively
made up of big data specific articles, with 47 of the 48 relevant articles coming
from literature specific to big data
- The data quality theme is dominated by big data literature based on 44 out of
61 articles relevant to the data quality theme

- The perceived organizational benefit theme is most studied in IS literature
and is discussed in 33 out of 57 big data and IS literature articles relevant to
this theme
- The organizational aspects theme is next with 31 out of 95 articles relevant to
this theme coming from the IS literature set of articles
- The people aspects theme is the third most studied in the IS literature set, with
22 out of 82 relevant articles from the BD and IS literature sets of articles
- The data quality theme is the fourth most studied in IS literature, 17 out of 61
articles relevant to this theme are coming from IS literature
- The systems, tools, and technologies theme is the fifth most studied in IS
literature, 33 out of 96 relevant articles to this theme coming from IS literature

Least studied - The perceived organizational benefit theme is the least studied, with 24 big
data specific articles focusing on this theme out of total 57 articles
- The process management theme is the second least mentioned, with 33 big
data-specific articles out of a total of 43 articles

- The data privacy and security and governance theme in IS literature has not
received much attention, only 1 out of 48 articles specific to this theme coming
from IS literature
- The process management theme has the second smallest number of articles,
10 IS literature specific articles out of 43 articles

Table 2
The definition of factors of the organizational aspects theme.

Factor Definition/references

Organizational cultural competence “A pattern of behaviors and practices by a group of people (in a department, line of business or enterprise) who shared a belief that having,
understanding, and using certain kinds of data play a critical role in the success of their business” * (BD_51)
BD_21; BD_27; BD_37; BD_51; BD_58; BD_66; BD_72; BD_73; BD_75; BD_76; BD_78; BD_79; BD_83; BD_93; BD_98; BD_99; BD_100; BD_104;
BD_107; BD_108; BD_115; BD_116; BD_117; BD_118; BD_119; BD_120; BD_121; BD_122; BD_127; BD_130; BD_131; IS_12; IS_62; IS_63;
IS_65; IS_67; IS_72

Talent management “The necessity of providing the organization with the right people (such as data scientists) who are prepared to work with huge sets of data” *
(BD_79)
BD_12; BD_72; BD_79; BD_83; BD_99; BD_118; BD_121; IS_15; IS_25; IS_33; IS_42; IS_61; IS_64; IS_67

Change management program “The planning, coordinating, organizing, and directing of the processes through which change is implemented, while leadership is aimed at the
motivation and influence employees” * (BD_72)
BD_72; BD_73; BD_81; BD_82; BD_92; BD_96; BD_116; BD_121; IS_63

Strategic alignment “The degree to which big data is central to the strategy, evidence-based decision making is considered the standard at all levels of the organization” *
(BD_86)
BD_72; BD_77; BD_86; BD_116; BD_121; BD_128; IS_55; IS_56; IS_66

Project management The application of process, methods, knowledge, skills, and experience to achieve the objectives of big data initiatives * (BD_21)
BD_1; BD_10; BD_18; BD_21; BD_93; BD_96; BD_116; BD_121; BD_131; IS_14; IS_15; IS_17; IS_25; IS_26; IS_27; IS_29; IS_30; IS_32; IS_63;
IS_64

Performance management The range of activities engaged in by an organization to enhance the performance of a target person or group, to improving organizational
effectiveness * BD_114
BD_110; BD_113; BD_114; BD_116; BD_121

Organizational structure and size “The formal configuration between individuals and groups regarding the allocation of tasks, responsibilities, and authority within the organization
and the number of employees of the firm” * (BD_72)
BD_72; BD_93; BD_121; BD_130; IS_59; IS_60; IS_71

Interdepartmental collaboration “An affective and volitional process where departments work together, with mutual understanding, common vision, and shared resources to achieve
collective goals” * (BD_5)
BD_5; BD_17; BD_18; BD_21; BD_60; BD_72; BD_74; BD_91; BD_112; BD_121; BD_131; IS_15; IS_27; IS_29

Communication “One's ability to talk and share information with other actors and stakeholders with no regard to institutionally imposed boundaries” * (BD_96)
BD_96; BD_121; BD_131; IS_63; IS_68; IS_72

Top management support “The extent to which top managers in the organization provide direction, authority, and resources during and after the acquisitions of IT systems” *
(BD_77)
BD_1; BD_2; BD_5; BD_21; BD_23; BD_35; BD_37; BD_39; BD_51; BD_54; BD_62; BD_72; BD_73; BD_77; BD_81; BD_82; BD_88; BD_92; BD_96;
BD_98; BD_104; BD_113; BD_115; BD_119; BD_121; BD_122; BD_123; IS_14; IS_15; IS_17; IS_19; IS_25; IS_26; IS_27; IS_28; IS_29; IS_41;
IS_42; IS_43; IS_59; IS_61; IS_62; IS_63; IS_64; IS_67; IS_70; IS_72

Environmental effect “The degree of business competition pressure effects the organization” * (BD_92)
BD_78; BD_92; BD_104; BD_120; BD_123; IS_60; IS_66

Clear goals Well-established business goals that easy to understand by all people in organization * (BD_94)
BD_72; BD_94; BD_96; BD_121; BD_126

Focus on innovation “The degree to which the organization looking to develop and exploit new applications of big data technology” * (BD_93)
BD_73; BD_93; BD_96; BD_98; BD_100; BD_119; BD_125; IS_62; IS_71
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discussed or made mention of these factors while the definition of each
factor within the theme is provided in Table 3. IT infrastructure is the
most discussed topic in this theme and is dominated by big data articles.
Systems quality and vendor support follow, respectively, but are
dominated by articles from our IS literature set.

System quality has been identified as a factor influencing big data
implementation success through literature review [75] (BD_78) and
empirical studies [76] (BD_6). In one study, system quality, adopted
from the IS success model literature [77] (IS_5), as well as system ac-
cessibility, reliability, integration, adaptability, and response time were
identified as key measurements to increase business value in a big data
environment [76] (BD_6). To support effective use of big data, systems
need to be reliable, flexible to new demands or conditions, effective in
integrating data from different datasets, readily accessible to users, and
must provide data in a timely fashion while protecting private in-
formation [78] (BD_28).

IT infrastructure has been evidenced through SLR [79] (BD_121)
and case study [80] (BD_116) research. Big data initiatives require
appropriate tools and technologies to help organizations to integrate,
analyze, visualize, and consume the growing deluge of big data [81]
(BD_5). Similarly, [82] (BD_8) argued that organizations should be
equipped with IT applications that offer various decision-making tools,
simulation tools, what-if analysis tools, statistical tools, and other tools
that enable the organizations to examine trends and find the best course
of action for a given situation. There is an indication of the need for
flexibility with IT infrastructure as well, with [13] (BD_1) arguing that
it is important to be able to easily adjust to use case requirements given
the diversity of IT needs in big data projects. In addition, the use of
robust platforms to handle multiple sources of data, especially un-
structured data, is indicated in prior research as a factor of high im-
portance for effective use of big data [82] (BD_8). The research in-
dicates that data platforms should evolve to provide specific support for
big data and embrace all formats of big data, not just relational big
data.

Meanwhile, vendor support has been discussed in the big data lit-
erature in the manufacturing industry context [83] (BD_104). The study
highlights technological integration with vendors and importance of
periodic audits. Overall, it is clear that a technology-savvy organization
is a prerequisite to achieving the objectives of big data initiatives [13]
(BD_1), and understanding the business strategy and choosing the
adequate tools and technologies is one of the key success factors in big
data projects [13] (BD_1).

4.3. People aspects

The people aspects theme concerns the extent to which employees
need and receive assistance in big data initiatives. Out of our 206 ar-
ticles, 82 discussed factors related to people aspects, including 60 from
the literature on big data. This theme consists of 6 factors, namely
people's knowledge and skills, trust, champions, employee engagement,
user participation, and individual characteristics. Fig. B5 shows the
number of articles that discussed or made mention of related factors in
our datasets, while the definition of each factor can be found in Table 4.

The majority of articles have focused on people's knowledge and
skills, with employee engagement being the second most frequent
factor, followed by user participation, champions, and individual
characteristics. A variety of research methods have been used in big
data literature to identify and study factors relating to this theme.
Research methods have ranged from literature review, case studies,
surveys, through to interviews. According to prior research, people's
knowledge and skills (analytical, technical, and interpretation of ana-
lytical results) are critical factors in big data projects [13,67,84] (BD_1;
BD_73; BD_64). In one study, researchers found that some companies
have created specific units within their organizational structure, with a
focus on big data analytics. Through a social content strategy and in-
tegration, they have been able to derive value from big data [85]
(BD_70). However, many do not have the required talent in place to
derive insights from big data [78,86] (BD_28; BD_14). We note that

Table 3
The definition of factors of the systems, tools, and technologies theme.

Factor Definition/references

System quality “The quality of technical aspects of analytics platform, which are firm specific and develop over time” * (BD_6)
BD_1; BD_5; BD_6; BD_8; BD_9; BD_10; BD_11; BD_73; BD_75; BD_76; BD_78; BD_96; IS_4; IS_5; IS_8; IS_10; IS_13; IS_14; IS_16; IS_17; IS_18; IS_21; IS_31; IS_33;
IS_39; IS_41; IS_44; IS_45; IS_46; IS_47; IS_48; IS_49; IS_53; IS_58; IS_72

IT infrastructure “The foundation for enterprise technologies, applications, and services that is comprised data, network, and processing architectures” * (BD_74)
BD_1; BD_2; BD_4; BD_5; BD_8; BD_9; BD_11; BD_12; BD_13; BD_20; BD_21; BD_23; BD_24; BD_27; BD_28; BD_31; BD_32; BD_33; BD_34; BD_35; BD_36; BD_37;
BD_38; BD_40; BD_41; BD_4; BD_46; BD_51; BD_53; BD_55; BD_56; BD_58; BD_61; BD_63; BD_65; BD_66; BD_67; BD_68; BD_69; BD_70; BD_74; BD_78; BD_84;
BD_85; BD_89; BD_92; BD_99; BD_115; BD_116; BD_118; BD_121; BD_129; BD_133;
IS_2; IS_14; IS_15; IS_21; IS_33; IS_52; IS_54; IS_56; IS_63; IS_67; IS_70; IS_72

Vendor support “The level of technical support offered by the vendor for implementing and using a technology-based solution” (IS_64)
BD_10; BD_104; IS_15; IS_41; IS_60; IS_61; IS_64; IS_65; IS_67; IS_70

Table 4
The definition of factors of the people aspects theme.

Factor Definition/references

People's knowledge and skills “The availability of staff with the required knowledge, skillset, and competencies” * (BD_81)
BD_2; BD_8; BD_13; BD_17; BD_28; BD_43; BD_64; BD_65; BD_69; BD_72; BD_74; BD_76; BD_77; BD_78; BD_79; BD_81; BD_82; BD_86; BD_89;
BD_95; BD_96; BD_99; BD_101; BD_103; BD_109; BD_111; BD_113; BD_114; BD_115; BD_116; BD_118; BD_119; BD_120; BD_121; BD_122; BD_134;
IS_11; IS_15; IS_19; IS_28; IS_30; IS_33; IS_60; IS_61; IS_63; IS_71

Trust “The overall trust the users have in the BI system in general and information provided by the BI system in particular” * (BD_91)
BD_91; IS_46; IS_54

Champions “A person or some people within the organization who actively supports and promotes the project” (IS_15)
BD_23; BD_51; BD_96; IS_15; IS_17; IS_25; IS_26; IS_60; IS_63

Employee engagement Personnel commitment and contribution in big data initiatives * (BD_40)
BD_5; BD_19; BD_27; BD_35; BD_37; BD_40; BD_45; BD_47; BD_48; BD_52; BD_59; BD_61; BD_63; BD_66; BD_67; BD_77; BD_104; IS_11; IS_15

User participation User involvement in the implementation of Business Intelligence Systems * (BD_73)
BD_68; BD_73; BD_93; IS_1; IS_14; IS_15; IS_43; IS_60; IS_64

Individual Characteristic “The age, computer literacy, education, prior experience, attitude, computer self-efficacy, and computer anxiety” * BD_73
BD_73; IS_39; IS_48; IS_53
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while these topics have been discussed in the big data context, their
measurement items derive mostly from IS literature. The IS literature is
fertile with relevant factors and measures that have not yet had much
attention in the big data space. For example, people support, cham-
pions, user participation, and their related measurement items (from
[87] (IS_15)) are potential factors related to effective use of big data.

The existence of champions has been emphasized as an important
factor in big data initiatives (for example see [10] (BD_23) and [72]
(BD_96)), with their primary role of ensuring that big data project is
seen as a number-one priority in the organization, which is also tasked
with ensuring the organization is able to provide the necessary re-
sources to support such projects. Focusing on trust, prior case study and
survey research [88] (BD_91) found that effective use of BI systems is
influenced by user trust. The researchers found that people are more
likely to trust the system if they have been, and are, continuously in-
volved in system development rather than confronted with systems that
have been built independently. Furthermore, through multiple case
studies in manufacturing firms, [89] (BD_77) found that effective big
data analytics utilization is also linked to the level of employee en-
gagement in big data initiatives. In addition to these factors, other case
study research has shown that among many individual characteristics
such as age, education, computer literacy, etc., personal innovativeness
and readiness for change are the most important factors for effective use
BI systems [67] (BD_73). The researchers also argued, along similar
lines to [87] (IS_15), that user participation is an important determinant
for intensity of use of BI systems.

4.4. Data privacy, security and governance

The data privacy, security and data governance theme features
factors that have been studied extensively in big data context, through a
variety of research methods, including SLR, case study, survey, or in-
terview-based research. The theme consists of two factors, namely data
privacy and security and data governance. Out of our 206 selected ar-
ticles, 48 examined data privacy and security and governance, 47 of
which were from big data literature. Fig. B6 shows the number of ar-
ticles that discussed or made mention of related factors, while the de-
finition of each factor can be found in Table 5.

Of the two factors, data privacy and security theme has received
most attention in big data related research. Data privacy and security
theme focuses on approaches that address the challenge of secure
management of distributed data and data sharing, including data that
may contain personally identifiable information [90] (BD_62). Several
studies, in various contexts, found that data privacy and security theme
is one of the most crucial factors that can affect the success of big data
projects – for example, in the healthcare domain [91,92] (BD_132;
BD_95), in facility management [93] (BD_114), and a variety of other
industries [71,82,94] (BD_72; BD_8; BD_30). Privacy and security have
become a serious concern, and there is a general consensus that tradi-
tional security and privacy mechanisms are inadequate for the variety
of use cases expected from big data use. Researchers have noted data
privacy and security issue as an urgent matter [86,95] (BD_14; BD_13).
Some of the security challenges have also been identified in the context
of data platform use. As there is substantial use of third-party services
and (cloud based) infrastructures to host important data or to perform

critical operations, the risks are increased. In [94] (BD_30), poor se-
curity and privacy enforcement practices of big data platforms are cited
as the main obstacle for the adoption of big data use within organiza-
tions. Furthermore, [96] (BD_65) suggested that privacy issues may
cause private/public resistance, which represents a threat for effective
big data implementation in organizations.

Big data governance tackles the regulation, management decision
making, and procedures over data. It is the entirety of decision rights
and responsibilities regarding the management of big data. According
to [90] (BD_62), organizations need to have dependable controls and
unambiguous laws, as well as internal policies and guidelines relating
to the effective use of big data. These include, but are not limited to,
nontransactional data. Data governance was highlighted by some re-
searchers as an important factor for affecting big data projects success,
for example [97,98] (BD_20; BD_37). Similarly, [99] (BD_90) stated that
implementing big data governance plays an important role in big data
adoption, and that successful implementation of data governance is
based on a restricted amount of process, procedures and mandated roles
and responsibilities. Further, [100] indicated that good data govern-
ance will enable the creation of a taxonomy of metadata that represents
and distinguishes mission-critical data from less critical data. At the
strategic level, a successful data governance process should span the
entire spectrum from obtaining data to its use and ensure that big data
efforts are undertaken in alignment with business strategy [100].

4.5. Data quality

Data quality refers to the fitness of data for an intended purpose
[101] (BD_3). Out of our 206 articles, 61 discussed data quality, in-
cluding 44 articles from the big data article set. Through our literature
review, we identified 7 related factors, namely data quality and in-
formation quality, data completeness, data currency, data access, data
fitness, data accuracy, and data consistency. We distinguish here be-
tween data quality as a general factor and factors that that are related to
a specific data quality dimension (e.g., data accuracy or data con-
sistency). We do so on the basis of the level of discussion in related
literature. Articles that focused on data quality, without making men-
tion of specific data quality dimensions, were mapped against the
general data quality factor. For example, 13 big data articles discuss
data quality and information quality as factors that relate to effective
use of big data but do not specifically mention or discuss any underlying
data quality dimensions, such as data access, data completeness, etc.
Fig. B7 shows the number of articles that discuss or make mention of
related factors in data quality theme based on big data and IS literature.
The definition of each factor can be found in Table 6.

Data quality has been investigated by several researchers in big data
context. Data quality is repeatedly cited as a success factor for big data
projects [71,79,102] (BD_72; BD_121; BD_63). It has been examined
extensively through a variety of ways, including conceptual studies,
literature reviews, case studies, survey, and interview-based methods. It
has also been studied in a variety of contexts – for example, in
healthcare [103] (BD_42), smart cities [104] (BD_43), various in-
dustries [105] (BD_57), and in the public sector [102] (BD_63). Data
quality has, of course, also been thoroughly investigated in IS literature.
The difference between the traditional approach to data quality and big

Table 5
The definition of factors of the data privacy and security and governance theme.

Factor Definition/references

Data privacy and security “The ways in which organization addressed the challenge of providing effective approaches for secure management of distributed data and data sharing,
including those that may contain personally identifiable information (PII)” * (BD_62)
BD_1; BD_2; BD_6; BD_8; BD_9; BD_10; BD_13; BD_14; BD_19; BD_23; BD_26; BD_29; BD_30; BD_40; BD_59; BD_62; BD_64; BD_65; BD_66; BD_72;
BD_81; BD_82; BD_86; BD_93; BD_95; BD_114; BD_117; BD_120; BD_121; BD_126; BD_127; BD_132; IS_35

Data governance “The entirety of decision rights and responsibilities regarding the management of big data” * (BD_62)
BD_7; BD_8; BD_9; BD_11; BD_16; BD_24; BD_27; BD_33; BD_37; BD_44; BD_50; BD_58; BD_62; BD_64; BD_71; BD_86; BD_90; BD_91; BD_109
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data quality is that the former approach promises oversight and control
over the input, while in the latter the consideration is focused on how
data can positively affect the outcome [106] (BD_11). In our reviewed
literature, we found that the terms data quality and information quality
were often used interchangeably and frequently shared the same factors
(e.g., completeness, accuracy, format, and currency). Some research
does, however, differentiate between data quality and information
quality [107] (BD_3). It defines “data quality” factors are capable of
being assessed at the time the data are collected, while “information
quality” factors are those that can only be assessed when the data are
used, which is an important distinction in the big data use context.

The factors relating to specific data quality dimensions have been
studied within big data literature in a variety of ways and with varying
degrees of emphasis. According to [105] (BD_57), data completeness is
a central factor of data quality, a vital condition of a firm's IT infra-
structure, and a key asset necessary to attain long-term competitive
advantage. Data completeness is a useful factor to measure quantita-
tively the completeness of big data sets within a selected domain to
evaluate validity of the analytical data [108] (BD_29). Another specific
data quality factor is currency. Currency reflects when the data item
was captured or was last authenticated, or the period over which an
average was computed [107] (BD_3). This factor is relevant to volatile
data items in organizations, such as transactional data. Data currency is
important because continuous flow of information helps managers
make real-time decisions [76] (BD_6). Data access is another critical
data quality factor in big data context. [81] (BD_5) pointed out that the
challenge of big data phenomena is how to handle massive amounts of
data generated from a variety of data sources. Data access also becomes
an important factor in the big data context because organizations in-
creasingly need to integrate information from multiple sources [10]
(BD_23). Accuracy of information has also been highlighted in big data
literature, as big data deals with “dirty data” from multiple sources,
which need to be organized and processed [76] (BD_6).

Given that the volume of data can be substantial in big data projects,
the relevance of the data to meet users’ needs has been studied in a
number of big data articles. Gopalkrishnan et al. [73] (BD_94) stated
that a question that organizations should ask when looking at potential
application of big data is whether the available data is relevant given
the goal of the big data project. Data relevance is also highlighted as an
important factor in the context of business IS to ensure deep structural
usage [67] (BD_73). Lastly, data consistency is considered to be a
central factor because it relates to keeping data uniform as they move
across the network and are shared by various applications and systems
within or between organizations [105] (BD_57). Strong positive inter-
relationships have been identified by prior research [105] (BD_57)
between corporate capability of data quality (for example relating to
data consistency and data completeness) and compensating experience
in data usage.

4.6. Process management

The process management theme refers to organizational ability to
take action on data while focusing on restructuring business and IT
process [74] (BD_74). Out of our 206 articles, 43 discussed process
management, with 33 being big data specific. This theme consists of 3
factors, namely process orientation, IT business process integration, and
data management. Fig. B8 shows the number of articles that discussed
or made mention of these related factors, and the definition of each
factor can be found in Table 7. Data management is the most prominent
factor discussed in this theme, followed by IT business process in-
tegration, and process orientation. These factors have been studied in
the big data context through numerous approaches, including con-
ceptual studies, literature review, multiple case study, survey, and in-
terview-based research.

The process orientation factor relates to how significantly an orga-
nization is focused on restructuring business and IT processes to

Table 6
The definition of factors of data quality theme.

Factor Definition/references

Data quality and information quality “Data quality’ factors are capable of being assessed at the time the data are collected, on the other hand, the ‘information quality’ factors are not
assessable until the data are used” * (BD_8)
BD_8; BD_11; BD_14; BD_15; BD_40; BD_42; BD_50; BD_60; BD_63; BD_65; BD_72; BD_82; BD_116; IS_4; IS_5; IS_8; IS_10; IS_13; IS_15;
IS_17; IS_18; IS_22; IS_33; IS_39; IS_44; IS_45; IS_46; IS_47; IS_48

Data completeness “The availability of sufficient contextual information that the data content is not liable to be misinterpreted” * (BD_3)
BD_3; BD_6; BD_22; BD_29; BD_57; BD_80

Data currency “The extent to which the information is up to date” * (BD_6)
BD_4; BD_6; BD_22; BD_29; IS_16; IS_21; IS_31

Data access “The ability to make data available and can be retrieved from various data resources” * (BD_5)
BD_1; BD_2; BD_5; BD_18; BD_20; BD_23; BD_24; BD_27; BD_68; BD_77; BD_84; BD_87; BD_120; IS_16; IS_21

Data relevance “The capacity of the data to meet's big data initiatives need” * (BD_73)
BD_3; BD_73; BD_78; BD_80; BD_81; BD_83; BD_94; IS_5; IS_21; IS_69

Data accuracy “A high degree of correspondence of the data content with the real-world phenomenon that it is intended to represent, typically measured by a
confidence interval, such as ‘±1′ degree Celsius” * (BD_3)
BD_3; BD_6; IS_31; IS_38

Data consistency “The validity and integrity of data representing real-world entities” * (BD_57)
BD_3; BD_6; BD_22; BD_57; BD_70; BD_121

Table 7
The definition of factors of the process management theme.

Factor Definition/references

Process orientation “The management of work and budget around end-to-end processes instead of functional units” * (BD_17)
BD_17; BD_76; BD_89; BD_106; IS_55; IS_65; IS_66; IS_69; IS_72

IT business process integration “An organizational ability to adapt existing business and IT processes to continually augment their effectiveness and efficiency as well as to leverage the
capabilities of emerging information technologies” * (BD_74)
BD_4; BD_43; BD_63; BD_66; BD_72; BD_74; BD_77; BD_83; BD_99; BD_103; BD_105; BD_114; BD_120; IS_15; IS_33; IS_41; IS_61; IS_67

Data management “The data management tasks include data governance, data development, data architecture management, data quality, database operations, data
security, data warehousing, and business intelligence as well as document management” * (BD_78)
BD_72; BD_75; BD_76; BD_77; BD_78; BD_79; BD_81; BD_83; BD_84; BD_87; BD_97; BD_102; BD_103; BD_106; BD_111; BD_113; BD_115; BD_117;
BD_118; BD_119; BD_120; BD_121; BD_132; IS_59; IS_64; IS_66; IS_72
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leverage big data opportunities. In practice, many organizations do not
structure their processes in ways that optimize the use of big data to
make better decisions and facilitate more informed action [74] (BD_74).
Researchers have argued that organizations should move beyond being
data-centric and shift to process centric use of big data analytics [109]
(BD_17). In [109] (BD_17), a theoretical model is developed to study if a
business process affords enhanced visibility of big data analytics.

Other researchers, for example [74], have argued that IT business
process integration is a key data analytic capability in organization
because of the need to integrate infrastructure, tools, and technologies
with business processes to realize value from big data. Some studies
[110,111] (BD_77; BD_72) have found that IT resources contribute to
business value and influence the overall organization performance.
Consistent with such previous research, IT business process integration
enables organizations to process raw data into useful insights. Ac-
cording to [74] (BD_74), IT business process integration can be mea-
sured by how significant the consistency levels are between application
portfolios and business processes. They argue that business process
integration is a key mechanism for successful big data analytics.

Furthermore, [112] (BD_111) posited that the impact of big data on
business performance relies on a data management strategy and its
execution. They recommend that organizations should re-evaluate their
data management strategy and operations to better exploit value from
big data.

4.7. Perceived organizational benefit

The perceived organizational benefit theme refers to the advance-
ment of an economic proposition that may not necessarily be measured
directly in monetary terms [82] (BD_8). Of our 206 articles, 57 dis-
cussed identifiable business value, of which 24 articles were big data
related. The theme consists of 7 factors, namely perceived value, per-
ceived risk, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, intention to
use, perceived observability, and cost-benefit analysis. Perceived value
is the most prominent factor in this theme, based on frequency, fol-
lowed by cost–benefit analysis, and perceived usefulness. We found that
perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and intention to use are
heavily discussed in the IS literature – these factors are the main factors
in the study of effective use of IS. Fig. B9 shows the number of articles
that discussed or mentioned the factors related to this theme. The de-
finition of each factor can be found in Table 8. These various factors
have been researched through a variety of approaches in the big data
context, including SLR [79] (BD_121), multiple case study [13,113]
(BD_1; BD_7), surveys [114,115] (BD_119; BD_120), and interview-
based methods [82] (BD_8).

Perceived value of big data analytics use is seen as being most

important to understand in highly dynamic environments because big
data analytics is expected to increase an organization's capacity to ex-
ploit insights from big data [116] (BD_92). Positive perceived value can
influence the effective use of big data [13] (BD_1). It is related to
perceived risk, with the relevant perceived risks consisting of financial,
time, security, and general risks [117,118] (IS_11; IS_34). A study of the
factors influencing adoption of big data [119] (BD_12) found that
perceived risk is a critical factor for predicting the adoption of big data.
This is because monetary losses can occur, caused by the increase in the
cost of capital and operation as well as loss of time because of un-
familiarity with the installation and usage of big data systems.

Perceived usefulness, a well-established IS construct, has been
confirmed to be a significant influence on BI systems use [88] (BD_91).
Perceived ease of use has also been examined in the context of BI
system use in organizations through a mixed method investigation [88]
(BD_91) in German-speaking countries (German, Austria, Switzerland,
and Liechtenstein). Using survey method, [115] (BD_75) revealed that
successful usage of big data is positively associated with the intention to
use of big data. Similarly, using a survey of the telecommunications
industry in Malaysia, [114] (BD_88) found that the greater the per-
ceived observability of BI, the more likely that BI will be successfully
deployed.

Finally, [13] (BD_1) conducted case studies and found that cost-
benefit analysis has to be implemented to determine to what degree the
well-defined business goals are realized by the big data project. Cost-
benefit factors also should be considered to justify the feasibility of big
data initiatives. The components of the costs associated include the
adoption big data technologies, maintenance these technologies, and
training employees.

5. Descriptive evaluation

We recognize the need to validate the themes and, as a first step, we
conduct a descriptive evaluation following [63], as described in Section
3. In this evaluation, we use 45 case studies of companies who suc-
cessfully used big data. These published case studies serve as an insight
into which themes and underlying factors affecting effective use of big
data have practical significance. To distil this insight, we coded the case
studies using the 41 factors, which then automatically mapped into the
7 themes. Fig. B10 presents the number of case studies that indicate the
presence of the earlier identified 7 themes.

Our analysis of the case studies found evidence for all of identified
themes in practice. Most case studies discussed data privacy, security
and governance together with systems, tools and technologies as the
themes influencing effective use of big data – they were mentioned in
15 case studies each. For example, in Disney, data privacy and security

Table 8
The definition of factors of the perceived organizational benefit theme.

Factor Definition/references

Perceived value “Identifiable value for the business is delivered from the project” * (BD_1)
BD_1; BD_7; BD_8; BD_12; BD_16; BD_20; BD_23; BD_47; BD_71; BD_78; BD_85; BD_88; BD_91; BD_92; BD_124; IS_5; IS_8; IS_9; IS_11; IS_15; IS_16; IS_17;
IS_20; IS_23; IS_24; IS_33; IS_34; IS_50; IS_71

Perceived risk “The perception on the possibility of yielding unexpected outcome with undesirable consequences of big data application” * (BD_47)
BD_3; BD_12; BD_47; BD_72; IS_11; IS_34

Perceived usefulness “The users’ perception of how the BI system contributes to their daily work and task fulfillment” * (BD_91)
BD_10; BD_91; IS_11; IS_16; IS_23; IS_24; IS_34; IS_35; IS_36; IS_37; IS_47; IS_52; IS_57; IS_58

Perceived ease of use “The user's perception of how easy it is to work with the Business Intelligence system and to access its functionality” * (BD_91)
BD_10; BD_12; BD_25; BD_91; IS_2; IS_3; IS_5; IS_6; IS_14; IS_16; IS_18; IS_21; IS_23; IS_24; IS_34; IS_35; IS_36; IS_37; IS_52; IS_57; IS_58

Intention to use “The first-time adoption intention of big data technology in an organization” * (BD_75)
BD_75; IS_6; IS_7; IS_10; IS_11; IS_14; IS_37; IS_51; IS_53

Perceived observability “How visible the results are after a BI system is used” * (BD_88)
BD_84; BD_88; IS_35; IS_36; IS_51

Cost–benefit analysis “The technique that is used to determine the best big data technology from a set of alternatives” * (BD_94)
BD_1; BD_8; BD_9; BD_71; BD_77; BD_94; BD_99; BD_117; BD_121; IS_15; IS_19; IS_20; IS_47; IS_61
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are discussed as a significant consideration. Organizational aspects
theme is the third highest, followed by the people aspects theme. The
themes are mentioned in 11 and 10 cases. For instance, LinkedIn's KPIs
include revenue and number of members, both of which continue to rise
year on year. The rise is attributed to LinkedIn restructuring their data
science team so that the decision sciences aspect (which develops the
LinkedIn features that generate data for analysis) is now part of en-
gineering. As such, data science is more integrated than ever at
LinkedIn, with analysts becoming more closely aligned with company
functions [64]. Interestingly, the data quality theme, which was pro-
minent both in traditional IS literature and specifically in big data ef-
fective use literature, is mentioned in only 2 cases. We posit that this
might be the case because the focus on successful cases may mean that
organizations with poor quality data are not represented – a point that
requires further study.

Our findings from the descriptive analysis indicate that some of the
themes appear to have a significant impact in terms of effective use of
big data in current big data practices, i.e., data privacy, security and
governance, systems, tools and technologies, organizational aspects,
and people aspects. However, the factors within the themes of data
quality, process management, and perceived organizational benefit
have received less attention in practice.

Our analysis of the published case studies also uncovered a factor
that was not initially identified through our literature review, namely
“Partnerships,” which is distinct from the vendor support factor in
systems, tools, and technologies theme. We anticipate that this factor
may fit into the theme for organizational aspects but further in-
vestigation is required. Nevertheless, partnership is not a new factor
and it is well known in practice and management theory. It is common
nowadays that organizations maintain both competition and coopera-
tion [120]. Many organizations collaborate together to reduce their cost
[121,122]. However, in big data use context, there is a need to reduce
time to value [11]. As indicated by [64], the period of time between a
request for a specific business goal and the initial delivery of the value
requested can be achieved through partnerships.

There are 6 organizations using big data successfully that specifi-
cally indicated partnership as a factor that contributes to their effective
use of big data (noted in the cases of Pendleton & Son Butchers, US

Olympic Women's Cycling Team, Milton Keynes, Dickey's Barbecue Pit,
IBM Watson and Twitter). The factor is specifically focused on estab-
lishing partnerships and seemingly enables companies that are data-
rich to work with companies that have advanced analytic capabilities.
Through the partnership, the involved organizations can create some-
thing more valuable than either of them could alone. For small busi-
nesses as Pendleton & Son Butchers, with limited resources and power,
a partnership with a Big-Data-as-a-service (BDAAS) provider, who had
experience of working with smaller businesses, was crucial to success as
it removed the need to invest in new systems and staff with data ex-
perience and also reduced time to value [64].

6. Research framework and agenda

By conducting an SLR and documenting what is known to date, we
were able to identify prominent areas of research that are of high re-
levance to the phenomenon of study, that is effective use of big data. On
the basis of our earlier introduced themes, their underlying factors, and
their potential impact on effective use of big data, we develop a fra-
mework that provides a starting point for future research to achieve a
more nuanced understanding of effective use of big data. We aim for a
parsimonious framework that accomplishes a desired level of explana-
tion with as few categories as possible. Accordingly, we classify our
themes into 3 categories namely motivational, operational and sup-
porting mechanisms, and develop related propositions to inform a re-
search agenda and highlight areas of research that warrant further
study to develop requisite knowledge on effective use of big data. We
posit that effective use is the ultimate objective of big data use, im-
pacted by the three categories of themes, and can hence be measured by
the value realization (commercial or social good) construct. The fra-
mework is presented in Fig. 2.

The motivational category in our research framework refers to the
theme that focuses on the reason for engaging in big data use in an
organization. We argue that the perceived organizational benefit theme
is one that arouses and sustains the desire of an organization to use big
data effectively, which can be reflected by its constituent factors, such
as perceived value, perceived risk, perceived usefulness, perceived ease
of use, intention to use, perceived observability, and cost-benefit

Fig. 2. Framework of effective use of big data.
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analysis. Factors related to perceived organizational benefit will pro-
vide the necessary motivation for the organization to undertake a big
data project. The influence of this category is supported by our litera-
ture review, for example, [13] stated that organizations need to focus
on generating return on investment (ROI) and conducting cost-benefit
analysis before big data projects kick-off. Grounded in our analysis of
the literature, we propose the following proposition:

Proposition 1. Effective use of big data is influenced by perceived
organizational benefit.

The operational category includes the themes that may directly in-
fluence effective use of big data. The operational category comprises of
three themes: process management; data security, privacy and gov-
ernance; and data quality that are, in turn, reflected by respective
factors (see Sections 4.4–4.6). We argue that operational excellence
would allow an organization to successfully execute a big data project
and achieve effective use through value realization of big data. This is
supported by our literature review, for example, according to [123], a
clear data governance function is critical to ensure a meaningful use of
the data. Based on our analysis of the literature, we propose the fol-
lowing proposition:

Proposition 2. Effective use of big data is influenced by process
management; data privacy, security and governance; and data quality.

The third category of our framework is supporting mechanisms.
Supporting mechanisms accompany and ensure the functioning of the
various factors within the operational category and indirectly or di-
rectly may contribute to value realization of big data use. It consists of 3
themes: people aspects, organizational aspects and systems, and tools
and technologies, which are reflected by their underlying factors (see
Sections 4.1–4.3). Our literature review provides evidence of the in-
fluence of this category on effective use of big data. For example, [124]
argued that top management support, IT infrastructure, and organiza-
tional culture change are essential to any big data project's success.
Based on our analysis of the literature, we propose the following pro-
position:

Proposition 3. Effective use of big data is influenced by people aspects,
organizational aspects and systems, and tools and techniques.

We note that to adequately explore these propositions, the following
research questions also need to be answered.

• What is the relative importance of the factors in each theme in af-
fecting effective use of big data?
The results of our review show that some factors have been ex-
tensively studied, some have been moderately studied, and others
have been overlooked in the big data research context. For example,
there is a paucity of research that is narrowly focused on explaining
the perceived ease of use in the big data context [88], yet this factor
has been studied extensively in IS literature [125–127]. Yet, it is
evident that understanding ease of use (perceived and actual) in the
big data context may hold several new challenges, given the unique
characteristics and settings of big data projects. Despite the varied
extent of research focus on the factors, we cannot conclude that
extensively studied factors are more important than the under-
studied factors in influencing the effective use of big data. It is,
therefore, desirable to empirically explore and establish which fac-
tors are important and what is their relative importance in influ-
encing the effective use of big data. The importance of factors may
also be case-dependent [113] and cannot be generalized across
sectors or industries. Furthermore, it may also depend on the ma-
turity of big data use in the organization, that is whether they are in
the stage of nascent, early, corporate, or mature adoption [100].
• What are appropriate measurement items for factors influencing the
effective use of big data?
Deficiencies of current measures for the factors need to be studied to

enable a better understanding of effective use of big data. While
some measures exist, and others could be adapted (for example
those from IS literature), new measures may need to be developed
and tested. For example, user participation has been discussed in
three papers within big data use context [49,67,128]; however,
none of these articles have indicated what measures are appropriate
and if they are likely to differ in the big data context. Researchers
rely on the established measurement items for their consistent re-
liability; thus, when the context changes (e.g., from IS use to big
data use) but the measurement instruments remain the same, va-
lidity is doubtful [129]. This primary research step should be sup-
ported by further empirical studies to discover specific measurement
items of factors influencing effective use of big data and to test if the
new measurement instruments satisfy validity criteria.
• What other factors may affect effective use of big data?
Future research should also follow an exploratory empirical route to
identify any yet unknown factors that are necessary for effective use
of big data. For example, data quality is a multidimensional concept
[130] and among current studies there is no comprehensive research
about which known data quality dimensions (such as accuracy,
completeness, etc.) are more important for effective use of big data.
Nor is there an indication of whether new dimensions of data quality
in the big data context (such as minimum size of the data) may need
to be considered. This opens new research avenues in this still
emerging topic and can lead to new findings on critical dimensions
or factors of big data quality.

In addition to the three propositions, we also observed inter-
relationships between the categories. Organizations invest in systems,
tools, and technologies, recruit and train people to work well in the big
data ecosystem, and provide supporting working environment and or-
ganization culture if they see and believe in the benefit of big data
utilization. Similarly, for the opposite direction, the supporting me-
chanisms of people aspects, organizational aspects, and systems, tools,
and technologies help enable the perceived organizational benefit of big
data. For example, if the organizations have the right tools, for instance,
interactive visualization, they will be able to articulate their value
proposition better. This implies the following:

Proposition 4. There is an interrelationship between the motivational
factors and factors relating to support mechanisms.

In similar vein, organizations execute process management, create
data security, privacy and governance mechanisms, and maintain data
quality if they get benefit from big data usage, and benefit drives fur-
ther investment in operations. For instance, [131] indicated that as the
value of big data becomes more apparent, big data governance will gain
further importance as an organization's support system that focuses on
leveraging enterprise-wide big data resources to realize value from big
data. We, therefore, state the following exploratory proposition:

Proposition 5. There is an interrelationship between motivational and
operational factors.

We postulate support mechanisms, which include people aspects,
organizational aspects, and systems, tools, and technologies, serve as a
facilitator for the operational factors, to promote process management,
to actualize good data governance, and to create good data quality.
Meanwhile, support mechanism-related factors are also affected by
operational ones. For example, [98] argued that the people, organiza-
tion, and technologies are affected by contextual factors such as big
data governance. The following is, therefore, proposed:

Proposition 6. There is an interrelationship between the operational factors
and factors relating to support mechanisms.

Following Propositions 3–6, we highlight some additional questions
that require consideration to adequately explore these propositions.
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• What are the interrelationships between the identified themes and
their underlying factors?
Further research is needed to study the relevance and inter-
relationships between identified themes and their underlying fac-
tors, and their impact on effective use of big data, as has been done,
for example, by [38]. In [38], researchers found that data security
and privacy affects process management and, in turn, impacts on
value realization of big data. Our proposed framework aims to guide
researchers in what should be studied but thus far outlines only
high-level relationships between the categories of themes based on
prior work. While this is a starting point, a finer granularity per-
spective, at the factor and theme level, is required to develop a
deeper understanding of effective use of big data and provide gui-
dance for organizations such that value of big data can be realized.
Effective use has been studied and theorized by [1] in the context of
IS on the basis of representation theory. However, what effective use
means and how to measure this phenomenon in the specific context
of big data is insight that is currently lacking, as is evidenced by our
literature review. Our research framework and its constituent
themes and factors present a starting point for pursuing these
questions. However, we also argue that further study of these
foundational questions is worthwhile to conduct and may lead to
developing a new middle range theory of effective use in big data
context, as well as testing the applicability of existing theories in the
big data context. Therefore, we propose the following research
question.
• What does effective use as a conceptual variable represent and how
to measure effective use in big data context?
Our research findings also contribute to extending the integrated
model of big data value realization by [50]. In their model, the
authors consider process management, organizational aspects and
supra-organizational aspects. Process management refers to in-
ductive and deductive approaches in big data analytics and algo-
rithmic and human-based intelligence. Organizational aspects are
considered to incorporate centralized and decentralized big data
capability structures, big data-driven business model improvement,
and innovation. Finally, the supra-organizational aspect reflects
controlled and open access to big data and minimizing and ne-
glecting the social risks of big data value realization. Our framework
extends these considerations to include data privacy, security, gov-
ernance and data quality as other important aspects. Specifically, we
present process management, data privacy, security and governance
and data quality as prominent themes in effective use of big data, as
part of the operational category, which implies they are vital themes
to generate value to the organization. We agree with
[69,71,92,102,132,133], which identified data quality as a critical
factor for big data initiative success. We also argue, on the basis of
[92,123,131,134,135], that data privacy and security and govern-
ance are essential for effective use big data. The themes in this ca-
tegory are particularly novel and extend findings from prior re-
search (see [50,51]). Furthermore, whereas, prior studies have
contributed several important findings, we argue that the assembly
of the three categories of themes, and their respective factors, and
measurements enables our framework to provide the most com-
prehensive avenue for positioning the future study of effective use of
big data.

We note that the framework is intended for use at organizational
level; however, we acknowledge that organizations are part of a big
data ecosystem that involves other actors, such as government/public
organizations, entrepreneurs, and researchers [136]. For example:
governments create new regulations, policies, and standards in privacy
and security management; public organizations can share their data;
entrepreneurs can be partners in value co-creation and ideation; and
education institutions provide capable data scientists. Our framework
can be referenced by big data actors as the basis for collaboration in the

wider stakeholder community, which, in turn, is a necessary prelude to
developing and offering better products and services with the organi-
zation.

7. Concluding discussion

Big data is a complex phenomenon, and understanding the tech-
nical, organizational, and human factors that contribute to its effective
use are key to provide organizations with guidance for improved out-
comes from their big data projects. This study is the first comprehensive
attempt to explore factors that may influence effective use of big data,
summarized in a research framework. This research has synthesized
previous studies relating to factors on the effective use of big data using
an SLR method [64]. We identified 41 factors and used thematic ana-
lysis to arrive at 7 main themes of factors, namely organizational as-
pects; systems, tools, and techniques; people aspects; data privacy and
security and governance; data quality; process management and per-
ceived organizational benefit. These themes and the underlying factors
should be considered further to comprehensively study effective use of
big data. We further clustered these themes into 3 categories, namely
support mechanisms, operational, and motivational. Based on the re-
view, we have proposed a research framework and ensuing research
agenda that provides a comprehensive avenue for positioning the study
of effective use of big data.

The results of this study are supported by previous literature on big
data analytics capability that defined big data analytics capability as
“the ability of data actors to effectively deploy technology and talent to
capture, store, and analyze data toward value creation, business change,
and societal change” [136]. According to [136], big data analytics cap-
ability consists of technology and infrastructure, technical and man-
agement skills, organization learning, and data-driven culture. Further,
[51] have identified a number of themes such as big data analytics
resource orchestration, trust of top managers in big data analytics in-
sights, and business value measurement, which have informed a
number of themes in the supporting mechanisms and motivational ca-
tegory of our research framework.

Our study is not without limitations. First, the proposed framework
is intended for use at the organizational level; however, we acknowl-
edge that big data ecosystems involve other actors that are not speci-
fically addressed by this study. Second, the use of secondary data
sources is a limitation, including the use of published case studies. Last,
as with all literature review studies, it includes human judgment during
the review and coding process. We have mitigated these through the
use of a multicoder approach.

In our concluding note, we encourage researchers to apply sophis-
ticated methodological approaches to strong build evidence of factors,
and relationships between them, to study effective use of big data. Such
research will ultimately lead to the development of a theory of effective
use of big data. Substantive theory-building efforts are required to en-
sure an adequate consideration of the complex problem represented by
big data.
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